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Vision
Enhancing pathways for student success.

Mission
Our commitment to high-quality public education serves the community and empowers each student to live a life of dignity, fulfilment, empathy and possibility.

Values
Accountability, collaboration, equity and integrity.

Division Priorities 2022-2026
1. Build on outstanding learning opportunities for all students.
2. Advance action towards anti-racism and reconciliation.
3. Promote a comprehensive approach to student and staff well-being and mental health.

Profile
Student Transportation supports schools by ensuring that all students are transported in a safe and timely manner and arrive ready to learn. The department ensures safe,
efficient and reliable transportation services for nearly 14,000 yellow bus riders and provides support to more than 18,000 students who access Edmonton Transit service on a
daily basis. To do this, Student Transportation works closely with schools, contracted yellow bus carriers, and government organizations to provide students and their parents
with the services they need.
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1.  
2.  
3.  

Division Priorities 2018-2022

Foster growth and success for every student by supporting their journey from early learning through high school completion and beyond.
Provide welcoming, high quality learning and working environments.
Enhance public education through communication, engagement and partnerships.

Based on the three SMART goals that were established for 2021-2022, report on the results you achieved (with evidence, including referencing the school's Alberta Education
Assurance Measure results (formerly the Accountability Pillar results) and describe how achievement of the goal supports the above Division Priorities that were in effect when the
goal was set.

Stakeholder satisfaction and service to schools, Central and the Community

During the 2021-22 school year, Student Transportation will implement BusPlanner Workflow, which is a backend software add-in to our Transportation Management
software. The module will reduce the administrative footprint of a variety of Student Transportation processes for both schools and carriers. This is expected to improve
service to families by enabling faster processing of transportation applications and by reducing the amount of time that staff in schools and at carriers are required to spend on
internal communication processes.  
 
 

Results Achieved:
The Workflow software module was successfully installed into Student Transportation’s BusPlanner system in 2021-2022.  

 
As a result of this implementation, Student Transportation collaborated with Edmonton Catholic Schools to develop consistent processes city-wide for collecting information
related to incident reporting and investigation. The harmonized process reduces workload for carriers and significantly reduces the amount of time required to provide
schools sites with information for follow-up. As process changes are fully implemented throughout 2022-2023, Student Transportation will be better able to facilitate
follow-up between carriers and schools when required.  

 
The implementation also allowed forms to be developed that allow integration of PowerSchool data with the yellow bus application process. This reduces the amount of
manual data entry schools and Student Transportation staff are required to perform on some types of applications by up to 90 per cent. As a result of these changes,
Student Transportation was able to process over 1,500 new transportation applications within the first three weeks of September 2022. In the coming year, Student
Transportation will work to leverage this technology with all types of transportation applications. 

Continuous Improvement and Learning

As Student Transportation works to ensure that carriers provide appropriate levels of driver coverage, we will increase the quality and timeliness of information provided to
parents to support decision making when late buses occur. This will include improved processes to support:

A reduction of the GPS error rate due to incorrectly assigned or non-transmitting assets to less than 3% per day on average by the end of November 2021. 
SchoolZone notification in cases where routes need to be combined in order to help improve the reliability of service, while continuing to minimize the number of one-way
ride-times that exceed 60 minutes.

 
 
 

Results Achieved:
The GPS error rate was reduced to approximately 5 per cent by the end of November 2021. A number of factors contributed to the overall GPS error rate in 2021-2022,
such as the ongoing shortage of yellow bus drivers, unexpected driver absence due to illness and a number of system-wide weather events that delayed routes across the
City.

 
In recognition of the importance of the role that GPS data plays in assisting families to make decisions when bus routes are delayed, Student Transportation continues to
make adjustments and refine the availability of GPS data in response to parent feedback. For example, one system improvement implemented as a direct result of parent
feedback and experience during the freezing rain delays experienced in November 2021 has been the ability to display pop-up messages system-wide when GPS data is
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not available.  
 

In the 2021-2022 school year, Student Transportation was able to combine 23 routes to help improve the reliability of service due to the shortage of yellow bus drivers. All
of these route combinations were visible to parents in SchoolZone so that accurate delay notifications could be provided if necessary. As route combinations were
implemented, the proportion of one-way ride times less than 60 minutes improved slightly from 94 per cent (November 2021) to 95 per cent (June 2021).  

Innovative Practices

In collaboration with Edmonton Transit and other Central Departments including Finance, and Division Technology, Student Transportation will pilot the implementation of
Smart Fare technology to sell transit (ETS) passes. This technology will significantly reduce the amount of time that schools are required to spend on the distribution of transit
passes and will offer students new features, such as the ability to transfer fares from lost cards without paying the full cost of a new pass.   
 
 

Results Achieved:
In 2021-2022, a Schoolzone interface was successfully developed and tested to sell SmartFare transit (ETS) passes. The bus pass sales system was also modified and is
now capable of selling both traditional paper and SmartFare transit passes. Preliminary results show that SmartFare transit passes reduce the amount of time required to
sell and distribute ETS passes by approximately 75 per cent.  

 
As of October 2022, the Division is currently awaiting delivery of initial SmartFare cards from the City of Edmonton.  As these are scheduled to arrive by November 2022,
we are currently anticipating an initial pilot of the technology in a number of schools in early 2023.  

What were the biggest challenges encountered in 2021/22?
The biggest challenges that Student Transportation faced in 2021 were related to the ongoing shortage of yellow bus drivers and the operational challenges associated with
the COVID-19 pandemic (reported at the December 14, 2021 and April 19, 2022 public board meetings). As these challenges came at a time when carriers were facing
rapidly escalating costs for things such as fuel (25 per cent  increase during 2021-22) and insurance (40 per cent increase), Student Transportation was challenged to
successfully negotiate the terms of a service agreement with carriers for 2022-2023. This was completed in May 2022 and allowed Student Transportation to accommodate a
20 per cent increase in yellow bus ridership in September 2022 without increasing the need for additional bus drivers and maintaining the proportion of one way ride times
under 60 minutes (95 per cent). Student Transportation currently estimates that in September 2022, approximately 3 per cent of all bus routes did not have a permanent driver
in comparison to a peak of 8 per cent observed in September 2021.  The extension agreement is one factor that helped contribute to the decrease.  
 

What are the implications from 2021/22 that will impact your current year plan?
The continued growth in ridership relative to the location of available school space will challenge Student Transportation to find efficiencies in service delivery as we work to
continue minimizing the proportion of ride times under 60 minutes and reducing the average number of delays per route. Specific goals will also be set around providing
professional development for bus drivers as we work to shrink the shortage of yellow bus drivers.  
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1.  
2.  
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Division Priorities 2022-2026

Build on outstanding learning opportunities for all students.
Advance actions towards anti-racism and reconciliation.
Promote a comprehensive approach to student and staff well-being and mental health.

The following SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-framed) goals have been established for the 2022-2023 school year (referencing the Division’s Priority
number that the goal supports). All Schools will set at least two goals; one goal must be in support of Priority 1 of the 2022-2026 Strategic Plan. Schools will set a second goal that
can be in support of any priority area, and schools can choose to set a third goal if desired. Central DU’s will set at least two goals in support of any of the priorities of the 2022-2026
Strategic Plan, and can choose to set a third goal if desired.

Division Priority 1

Division Priority 2

Division Priority 3

In order to ensure outstanding learning opportunities, Student Transportation will work to reduce the average number of delays per route in comparison to 2021-2022 while
improving the proportion of 1-way ride times less than 60 minutes throughout 2022-2023.

Infrastructure staff will participate in professional learning sessions that will assist staff to develop common language and deeper awareness and understanding on issues
associated with racism and other forms of discrimination.

In collaboration with other Central departments, Student Transportation will develop and deliver professional learning opportunities for bus drivers on topics that are identified
through collaborative conversations with carriers to support staff well-being and driver retention.
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Staff FTE Budget
Custodial 0.000000 Salaries $1,726,617 4%

Exempt 10.000000 Supplies, Equipment and Services $44,361,319 96%

Support 6.800000 Total $46,087,936 100%

Teacher 0.000000

Maintenance 0.000000

Total 16.800000

Vision
Enhancing pathways for student success.

Mission
Our commitment to high-quality public education serves the community and empowers each student to live a life of dignity, fulfilment, empathy and possibility.

Values
Accountability, collaboration, equity and integrity.

Division Priorities 2022-2026
1. Build on outstanding learning opportunities for all students.
2. Advance action towards anti-racism and reconciliation.
3. Promote a comprehensive approach to student and staff well-being and mental health.

Profile
The goal of Student Transportation is to provide safe, efficient and reliable services for approximately 30,000 students who use district arranged transportation on a daily
basis.  While Edmonton Transit is the preferred means of transportation, yellow bus transportation is also provided to designated receiving schools from neighbourhoods
where the school has been closed or no school exists, and to district sites for students with special needs.  Yellow bus transportation may be provided to kindergarten and
elementary students attending alternative programs.

Student Transportation supports schools in their instructional focus by ensuring that all students are transported in a safe and timely manner and arrive ready to
learn. 
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2022-23 Spring Proposed 2022-23 Fall Revised

Resources 43,505,936 46,087,936

Internal Revenue 0 0

REVENUE TOTAL 43,505,936 46,087,936

Teacher Supply .000000 0 .000000 0

TOTAL NON-TEACHER .000000 0 .000000 0

(% of Budget) 0% 0%

Exempt 9.000000 1,024,870 10.000000 1,147,987

Exempt (Hourly/OT) .000000 75,000 .000000 75,000

Support 6.800000 473,630 6.800000 473,630

Support (Supply/OT) .000000 30,000 .000000 30,000

TOTAL NON-TEACHER 15.800000 1,603,500 16.799999 1,726,617

(% of Budget) 3.69% 3.75%

TOTAL STAFF 15.800000 1,603,500 16.799999 1,726,617

(% of Budget) 3.69% 3.75%

SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES 41,758,936 44,211,819

INTERNAL SERVICES 143,500 149,500

OTHER INTEREST AND CHARGES 0 0

TOTAL SES 41,902,436 44,361,319

(% of Budget) 96.31% 96.25%

TOTAL AMOUNT BUDGETED 43,505,936 46,087,936

Carry Forward Included 0 0

Carry Forward to Future 0 0


